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In some African cultures, drumming is used for expressing linguistic meanings. Our
research focuses on Senegalese musical traditions of encoding linguistic messages on
the sabar drums. Senegalese drummers have the practice of playing drums in
correlation to speech. We consider rhythms and their linguistic correlates as being
part of a Sabar drum language. The long-term goal of this investigation is to establish
the linguistic properties of the Sabar drum language. To this end, this work relies on two
kinds of research materials collected from Senegalese drummers: bàkks (classical
sabar phrases, not improvised on the spot) and sabar improvisations including their
translation to Wolof. We study the regularities between Wolof units and sabar rhythms
in the collected data. We tested the hypothesis of a syllable-level correspondence
between Sabar and Wolof, assuming that each sabar stroke represents a syllable or a
number of syllables in Wolof, where the nature of the correspondence depends on the
phonetic or phonological properties of a vowel in a syllable. The analysis has shown that
different drum strokes are more commonly associated with different types of vowels
(front, central or back; open, mid-open/mid-closed or closed vowels).
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INTRODUCTION

Speech surrogates using drums are present in Africa, South America, Asia and Oceania (Stern,
1957; Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok, 1976). These are emulated speech systems, which are obtained
by transforming spoken language into drum sounds (Seifart et al., 2018). Most languages of the
Niger-Congo family, present in Africa, are tonal, meaning that differences in relative pitch
trigger differences in lexical meaning and syntactic functions. Drummed speech has been
described almost exclusively for tonal languages. For example, the Yoruba people of Nigeria play
drums to mimic the spoken Yoruba language (Euba 1990; Villepastour, 2010) and in Ghana
drumming was widely used among the Akan people to imitate the spoken Akan language
(Nketia, 1963).

Our research focuses on Senegalese traditions of encoding linguistic messages on drums.
Senegalese drummers follow the practice of playing drums in correlation to speech. These
drummers belong to the social class of griots (Hale, 1998, Tang, 2007), and their most common
drum is a single-headed drum known as sabar. In Senegal, sabar drumming appears in different sorts
of events such as sport events, life-cycle ceremonies, political gatherings. Although nowadays the sabar
drums are rarely used as a speech surrogate and their main function is to entertain the listener rather
than to convey a linguistic message, the practice of playing the sabar still maintains a close connection
to linguistic expressions (Winter, 2014). The formal correspondence of sabar rhythms with spoken
language is different from other documented African drum languages. Unlike most other languages of
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the Niger-Congo family, Wolof is not a tonal language and sabar
rhythms do not mimic the pitch of word sounds.

We focus on linguistically meaningful sabar rhythms.
This class of rhythms and their linguistic correlates
is referred to here as Sabar. To examine possible
regularities between Wolof and sabar rhythms, we carry
out a case study on our collected dataset. Two general
hypotheses are examined. According to the word-level
hypothesis, each stroke in Sabar represents a class of words
in Wolof that share some specific sound properties. According
to the syllable-level hypothesis, each stroke in Sabar represents
a class of syllables in Wolof that share some specific sound
properties. Each of the hypotheses will be described in further
detail below.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Basic Phonemic Units
Playing sabar involves at least nine different drum strokes, which
can be seen as the basic units of the genre. These strokes appear in
longer sabar rhythmic phrases which can be correlated with
spoken utterances in Wolof. Sabar sounds are produced by
one hand and one stick. Both the stick and the hand are used
for beating rhythms and for damping the sound (Winter, 2014).
Sabar basic units, which we call Sabar phonemes, are produced by
different combinations of applying the hand and the stick onto
certain parts of the sabar head. Each sabar phoneme has a special
oral correlate.

As documented in (Winter, 2014) Sabar phonemes can be
divided into the following three classes:

• Hand strokes: produced by one hand, which may bounce or
stop on the skin.

• Stick strokes: produced by the stick, where the hand may be
used for damping the sound.

• Hand + stick strokes: sequences of hand strokes and stick
strokes; these sequences are perceived as minimal
rhythmic units.

Each of the Sabar phonemes has an oral code that griots use
when referring to rhythms. The main Sabar phonemes and

their oral codes are given in Table 1. The table is taken from
(Winter, 2014) and with a few more variants for the oral codes
(in italic).

The code for any given phoneme refers to the way the sound is
perceived, not to the precise technique of its production, which
may vary between different types of sabar drums (Tang, 2007).
The codes can be called slightly differently, depending on
personal choice of a drummer, speed of playing or the drum
that is being used.

Materials
This work relies on research materials collected during
previous expeditions to Senegal. Materials include
improvised material as well as traditional bakks. These
are traditional texts or phrases in Sabar, known to
many griots and learnt by heart. Recordings start with the
phrase in Wolof, which is followed by the corresponding
rhythm. For each recording there is a transcription of both
the text and the rhythm. To transcribe the rhythm, the sabar
stroke coding system is used, without any detailed annotation
of temporal relations between strokes or their acoustic
properties.

402 recordings were made. Of them, six recordings were
excluded due to the fact that the transcription of the sabar
rhythm was missing. Of the remaining 396 pieces, 35 are
bàkks and 361 are improvised texts. The average number of
words and syllables per piece in the spoken language is 11 and 15,
respectively. The average number of strokes per piece is 15. To
gain more insight into sabar practices, fifty of the Wolof pieces
were translated into English by a Wolof speaker.

The recordings were made in live sessions with the drummers.
The work was conducted in the years 2018–2019 in Campement
Nguekhohk, Senegal1. All recordings were made with griots of the
same family, where 2–3 drummers were present in each session.
The drummers were asked to come up with a traditional bakk or
improvisation inWolof, play the corresponding rhythm and utter
the rhythm’s oral codes.

TABLE 1 | Sabar phonemes.

Code Variants Description

Hand strokes
Gin Gi, bin Bass sound; the hand strikes the edge or the middle of the skin
Pin The hand strikes the edge of the drum
Pax Pa, ba, bax, mbar, mbax The full palm strikes the whole skin

Stick strokes
tan Ta, sa, san, dan, ja The stick strikes the centre of the drum and bounces off
tac Tas, tach The stick strikes the centre of the drum and bounces off, while the hand damps the edge of the drum
ce Ña, ca, cek, cex, te The stick strikes the drum and is left there

Hand + stick strokes
rwan Rwa pin tan or pax tan
rwe Rwex Pax ce
drin Tan gin

1The data were collected by C.L.A. Bourdeau in the years 2018–2019 as part of the
NWO-project no. 360-89-060
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Example 1) illustrates an improvised text. The text in Wolof is
followed by the codes of the corresponding drum strokes:

Methods of Analysis
In order to examine possible regularities between Wolof units
and sabar strokes in the collected dataset, two hypotheses
were studied. According to the word-level hypothesis, each
word in Wolof has a specific stroke or stroke sequence
associated to it. According to the syllable-level hypothesis,
each syllable in Wolof has a specific stroke or stroke sequence
associated to it, where the nature of the correspondence
depends on the phonetic or phonological properties of the
vowel in a syllable.

For the word-level analysis all the texts were divided into pairs,
the first element of each being the Wolof word and the second
element being the corresponding stroke or combination of
strokes. This resulted in 4,290 pairs.

To test the syllable-level hypothesis, Wolof words were
syllabified (Ka, 1988). The texts were divided into pairs: a
Wolof syllable and the corresponding stroke. In most of the
cases the number of strokes and syllables per line was the
same. Out of 5705 I excluded pairs where there was no
correlation between the number of strokes and syllables
(for example, a one-syllable word in Wolof that has two
strokes correlated to it; or a longer word in Wolof that has
one correlating stroke). In total there were 251 such cases, less
than 5% of pairs in the dataset. This resulted in 5,454 pairs of
syllables and strokes.

In Table 2 the frequencies of eight different strokes in the data
are presented. The stroke pin was not present throughout the
whole data.

Word-Level Hypothesis
According to the word-level hypothesis each Wolof word is
associated to a specific sabar stroke or combination of strokes.
In Table 3 the five most common word-stroke combinations in
the dataset are presented. The fourth column shows the number
of occurrences of each combination.

As seen in the table, the most common combinations involve
one-syllable words. Therefore, for nowwe focused on the syllable-
hypothesis, since testing the word-level hypothesis is not
straightforward using the data available to us at the moment.

Syllable-Level Hypothesis
According to the syllable-level hypothesis, syllables inWolof have
specific drum strokes associated to them, where the nature of the
correspondence depends on the phonetic or phonological
properties of the vowel in a syllable: length, openness and
front/central/back property of a vowel.

As documented in (Ward, 1939: 322, Nikiforova 1981: 15,
Unseth 2009: 1, Ka 1993: 7), vowel-length is a significant
element of Wolof (for instance, xol ‘heart’ vs. xool ‘to look at’).
Therefore, all the syllables were divided into two groups: syllables
with short and long vowels. From the total of 5,454 analysedWolof
syllables, 4,375 (80%) contained short vowels and 1,079 (20%)—
long vowels. The syllables were further divided into three groups
based on the front/central/back property of the vowel. Wolof front
vowels are [i], [e]; central — [a] [ə] (spelled “ë” here); back
— [o] [u] [ɔ] (Ward, 1939: 321, Nikiforova, 1981: 15, Ka 1993:
4). From the total of 5,454 analysed Wolof syllables, 2,445
(45%) contained central vowels, 1,660 (30%) — front vowels,
1,349 (25%) — back vowels. Further, syllables were divided
into three groups based on their openness: open, middle (mid-
open/mid-closed), closed. Wolof open vowels are [a], middle
— [e] [ə] [o], closed — [i] [u] (Ward, 1939: 321, Nikiforova,
1981: 15). From the total of 5,454 analysed Wolof syllables,
2,160 (40%) contained open vowels, 1835 (34%) — closed
vowels, 1,459 (27%) —middle (mid-open/mid-closed) vowels.

In the paper the orthographic symbols suggested by the
drummers are used. The orthographic symbols used in the
paper are presented in the Figure 1.

In order to test the syllable-level hypothesis, the data was
presented in a table where in each row there was a specific stroke,
an associated syllable and the properties of a vowel in this stroke:
length (short/long), position (front/central/back) and openness
(open/middle/closed). Table 4 is an example, where Wolof_pos

TABLE 2 | Frequencies of strokes.

Stroke Frequency Percentage
(% of 5,454)

Gin 1966 36
Tan 1814 33.3
Rwan 689 12.6
Pax 428 7.8
Tac 317 5.8
Ce 182 3.3
Drin 32 0.6
Rwe 26 0.5

TABLE 3 | The most common word-stroke combinations.

Wolof word Sabar stroke(s) English translation Count

La Tan You 66
Ci Gin At/in 63
Bu Gin Which 51
Ko Tan Her/him/it 47
Li Gin The 47

TABLE 4 | Example of restructured data.

Sabar Wolof Wolof_pos Wolof_len Wolof_open

Gin a Central Short Open
Drin bes Front Short Mid-open
Pax Daan Central Long Open
Tan Dem Front Short Mid-open
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stands for the front/central/back property of the vowel in the
Wolof syllable associated with the given stroke, Wolof_len—for
the length and Wolof_open—for the openness of the syllable.
This data was analysed using SPSS software.

RESULTS

Length
A chi-square test of independence was conducted between the stroke
type and the length of the vowel in the corresponding syllable. All
expected cell frequencies were greater than five. There was a
statistically significant association between the stroke type and the
length of the vowel in the corresponding syllable, χ2(7) � 193.94,
p < 0.0005. The association was weak, Cramer’s V � 0.189
(Cohen 1988).

A cross-tabulation of stroke types and vowel lengths is
presented in Table 5. Adjusted residuals appear in parentheses
below the observed frequencies. A residual is the difference

between the expected frequency and the observed frequency.
The residuals are standardized so that they have an
approximately standard normal distribution with the
approximation improving at larger sample sizes. The adjusted
standardized residual higher than 3 mark the cells that deviate
significantly from independence (Agresti, 2007). Absolute adjusted
standardised residuals greater than three are highlighted in bold.

Position
A chi-square test of independence was conducted between the
stroke type and the front/central/back property of the vowel in
the corresponding syllable. All expected cell frequencies were
greater than five. There was a statistically significant association
between the stroke type and the position of the vowel in the
corresponding syllable, χ2(14) � 1,274.9, p < 0.0005. The
association was moderately strong, Cramer’s V � 0.342.

A cross-tabulation of stroke types and vowel positions is
presented in Table 6. Adjusted residuals appear in parentheses
below the observed frequencies. Absolute adjusted standardised
residuals greater than three are highlighted in bold.

Openness
A chi-square test of independence was conducted the between stroke
type and the openness of the vowel in the corresponding syllable. All
expected cell frequencies were greater than five. There was a
statistically significant association between the stroke type and the
openness of the vowel in the corresponding syllable, χ2(14) � 2,476,
p < 0.0005. The association was very strong, Cramer’s V � 0.476.

A cross-tabulation of stroke types and vowel openness
positions is presented in Table 7. Adjusted residuals appear in
parentheses below the observed frequencies. Absolute adjusted
standardised residuals greater than three are highlighted in bold.

The statistical analysis therefore shows that some regularities
between sabar strokes and Wolof syllables exist, namely the
following (only the results with absolute adjusted standardized
residuals greater than three are presented):

TABLE 5 | Cross-tabulation of stroke types and vowel lengths.

Stroke Vowel length

Short Long

Ce 148 34
(0.4) (−0.4)

Drin 20 12
(−2.5) (2.5)

Gin 1731 235
(10.9) (−10.9)

Pax 355 73
(1.5) (−1.5)

Rwan 451 238
(−10.4) (10.4)

Rwe 21 5
(0.1) (−0.1)

Tac 232 85
(−3.2) (3.2)

Tan 1,417 397
(−2.8) (2.8)

Absolute adjusted standardised residuals greater than three are highlighted in bold.

TABLE 6 | Cross-tabulation of stroke types and vowel positions.

Stroke Vowel position

Front Central Back

Ce 81 81 20
(4.2) (−0.1) (−4.4)

Drin 8 17 7
(−0.7) (0.9) (−0.4)

Gin 837 362 767
(14.6) (−29.5) (18.3)

Pax 61 300 67
(−7.6) (10.9) (−4.5)

Rwan 113 397 179
(−8.6) (7.2) (0.8)

Rwe 21 4 1
(5.6) (−3.0) (−2.5)

Tac 197 95 25
(12.6) (−5.5) (−7.2)

Tan 342 1,189 283
(−13.1) (21.7) (−11.0)

Absolute adjusted standardised residuals greater than three are highlighted in bold.

FIGURE 1 | Chart with the used symbols.
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Strokes’ preferences for vowel length (weak association):

gin—short
rwan—long

Strokes’ preferences for vowel position (moderate association):

ce—front
gin—back (and front)
pax—central r
wan—central
tac—front
tan—central

Strokes’ preferences for vowel openness (strong association):

ce—mid-open/mid-closed
gin—closed
pax—open
rwan—open
rwe—mid-open/mid-closed
tac—mid-open/mid-closed
tan—open

The association was weak for the strokes’ preferences for vowel
length, moderately strong for vowel position and very strong for
vowel openness, therefore we suggest to take into account only the
results for the vowel position and openness for now. These results
suggest there is a Wolof-Sabar correspondence that depends on the
phonetic and phonological properties of a vowel in a syllable.

DISCUSSION

This paper reports the first study that is meant to uncover statistical
regularities between between units in the spoken language and strokes
in the drum language. We used a dataset of sabar rhythms and their

corresponding Wolof phrases. Two different hypotheses—the word-
level hypothesis and the syllable-level hypothesis—were examined.
While the data did not allow a detailed study of the word-level
hypothesis, descriptive and inferential statistics were used in order to
test the syllable-level hypothesis. Evidence for this hypothesis was
found: the vowel position and the vowel openness affect the
preference of an associated stroke with moderate and strong
strength of association respectively. Such parameters as vowels
openness and the front/back distinctions are the most salient and
basic parameters for representing vowel systems and for this reason
they are reflected in the Sabar phonology.2

It has to bemetioned thatWolof also has ATR vowel harmony,
meaning that Wolof vowels harmonise based upon the
phonological feature [ATR], or advanced tongue root, a
widespread phonological pattern in African languages (Casali,
2008; Ka 1993; Unseth, 2009; Van der Hulst, 2018). In the current
analysis we do not include this feature, however, it might also be
reflected in the drum phonology.

Some of the limitations of this work should be pointed out in
order to outline the room they leave for further research. First, the
work is based on a limited number of pieces collected from one
family of the drummers in Senegal. This has probably led to the fact
that it did not allow for a detailed study of the word-level hypothesis.
Second, the inherent difficulty of working with Sabar should also be
mentioned. Unlike other drum languages, which are based on tonal
languages and therefore imitate the pitch levels of the spoken
language, Wolof and the Sabar are not tonal, and working with
them reguires different methods. This paper documents one attempt
to develop such a method. Our study of the syllable-level hypothesis,
while showing certain correlations, could not fully predict the
relation between Wolof and Sabar. This suggests that there is
much room for exploring further hypotheses about the relations
between speech and rhythm in Sabar.
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TABLE 7 | Cross-tabulation of stroke types and vowel openness.

Stroke Vowel position

Open Mid-open/mid-closed Close

Ce 71 81 30
(−0.2) (5.5) (−5.0)

Drin 9 15 8
(−1.3) (2.6) (−1.0)

Gin 244 295 1,427
(−30.8) (−14.7) (45.7)

Pax 285 84 59
(11.9) (−3.5) (−9.1)

Rwan 371 257 61
(8.2) (6.7) (−3.2)

Rwe 3 22 1
(−2.9) (6.7) (−3.2)

tac 74 206 37
(−6.1) (15.8) (−8.5)

Tan 1,103 499 212
(22.6) (0.9) (−24.2)

Absolute adjusted standardised residuals greater than three are highlighted in bold.

2With thanks to an anonymous reviewer for making this observation.
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